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About This Content

Can you master the latest strategies, and take your place in the annals of galactic history?

Colony Wars is the first standalone set for the award-winning Star Realms Deckbuilding Game. It features all-new Trade Deck
cards in the factions you all know and love, and all-new abilities. Star Realms Colony Wars is fully compatible with the Star

Realms Core set, or may be played by itself.

This standalone expansion contains 120 new cards (43 unique). Use these cards in online play, versus the AI or a friend, or in
the 9th and 10th chapter of the campaign.
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Classic FPS action. Wallguy and I built a lot of our Higher Education around this game!. Well i wouldnt recomend this game for
modern gamers but back then was good. either way Still better than I:Rome.. I bought all DLC for Assetto, but I bought the Red
Pack mainly because of the two F1 cars, the F138 and the SF-15. I was disapointed in a few aspects:

- The F138 handles nicely, but it consumes too much fuel. I'm not sure this is realistic as I've never seen this before (and I drove
many F1 cars in many simulators;
- The engine sounds on the SF15 are not too good if compared to the free MOD called "VRC Williams FW37". Every time I
shift up I hear a thump, exactly like when reloading my bazooka in Team Fortress 2 (the bazooka that holds 3 missiles);

Other than that, the Red Pack is of prestime quality and all other cars are of extremely high quality.. i was pleasantly surprised
by this game. liking the story so far, and most of the puzzles are intersting, although i had to look up some of the solutions in the
walthrough.

but the best thing is the soundtrack, the tracks are absolutely fantastic, they provide a great atmosphere.

if i had to choose a negative, it is the lack of proper proofreading, I encountered a few strange english sentences which should
be fixed.. Interesting take on the classic hidden object genre, where you buy the items that you find on the scenes and you sell or
auction them afterwards in your store. Your goal is, of course, to make the maximum profit from every item that you buy.
There is a huge variety of them, from simple clocks to one of a kind (and very pricey) items, such as a William Shakespeare's
manuscript. The items are sorted in certain categories and every day different categories are listed as hot and give the most
profit.The downsides of this game are its almost complete lack of voice overs and its price.. The demo is very misleading, this
game is actually extremely hard and frustrating. The lack of checkpoints (Especially during later levels, like Chrono Clock)
makes me want to pull my hair out and cry in the corner.. Personally my favourtie DLC for Fallout 3, you can easily beat this in
under 3 hours, but if you take your time with it you will enjoy it more. Great ending, great location and the auto-axe is brilliant.
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Lots of fun, some replayability, but short.

Pros:
* More beautifully irreverent Asymmetric humor.
* Not hard to stomp all over things, if you finished the main game.
* Two playthru styles, like w\/ WoL's main game - solution and combat.

Cons:
* Only ~3 hrs for a playthru (I AFK'd a bit - because reasons).

TL;DR: If you liked WoL, buy it - maybe on sale, its value vs price is debatable, but I haven't seen it go on sale yet.. Addictive
Game. Reminds of Puyo-Puyo. Only 2 minor issues bug me at the moment. Local Co-op is great. However, having a AI as
enemy or online multiplayer would be really cool, too. Secondly, I find the green and yellow blocks difficult to discern, whic is
sometimes a bit frustrating if when you accidently misplace a block.. The place is huge and you dont even get a map only some
sort of radar, they just let you wander around, all places look the same, there's no feeling of accomplishment since is just rinse
and repeat; Basically just running around destroying objectives. Also, it takes maybe like 15sec to reload weapons. Music is
desolating, the whole game is desolating, i stopped at hive 26\/50.. I personally love the soundtrack, beautiful blend of modern
music, and a blend of some more traditional\/Chinese music. I've always loved the game, and I can't believe that it's free, bought
this to support devs and show some love.

07 - Lovely Traditional is my favorite.. LOVE THIS GAME!

When you start off, the game feels dated, ugly and just a big buggy;
But when you get into the game and start to dig, you realize that the depth that it holds compared to other MMOs out there right
now is unbelievable.

This is not a game that you can just jump in and casually play. There are no quests. You are dropped in a world and you make of
it what you can. The crafting is amazing. The comunity controls the economy and the weapons you have access to. I have been
playing for a week now and I've barely scratched the surface. It took me 3 days just to get comfortable enough to leave town.

I was so sick of every MMO out there being the same. You quest, quest, and quest some more. It is boring. There is no danger
anymore.

EVERYTHING in this game feels dangerous; Like a challenge. If you go out with a friend it legitamtely feels like an adventure
and it may take you hours or even days to find your way back to town if you are new and you get lost in the wilderness.

10\/10, guys. Please keep it up. This is what an MMO should feel like when you play it.. don't play this high.. Not a bad game

Try to ge this on a sale it has some fun aspects if you just want to burn some time
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